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IN'TRODUCTION. 
It has now been definitely shown, as  far as  connective tissue  is 
concerned, that tissues and  cells  when isolated  from the organism 
and  cultivated  in  nutritive  media  grow  actively through  division. 
The  cultivated  fragments  of  connective  tissue  grow  not  only 
through cell migration, but also in a literal sense; that is to say, the 
cells increase in number. 
Seventy-eight days  after  the  explantation  of  cultures  of  rat  connective tissue 
Lambert and  Hanes 1 were  able  to  observe microscopically the  various  stages  in 
the mitotic division of the individual cells, and  Carrel  s has  shown  that  cultivated 
connective tissue  can  be preserved  in  a  state  of  growth  for  an  indefinite period 
of time. 
Recently Carrel  s  has  stated  that  a  strain  of  connective tissue  taken  from  the 
heart  of  a  chick  embryo  and  cultivated  outside  the  organism  for  a  period  of 
twen£y-eight  months  possesses  a  much  greater  rate  of  activity  than  do  freshly 
cultivated  fragmenCs  of  connective  tissue.  Numerous  examples  of  mitosis  in 
these cultures  of more  than  two years'  duration  demonstrate  the  active multipl~- 
cation  of  the  cells. 
The  conditions  governing  the  cultivation  of  epithelial  tissue,  however,  are 
not  equally  favorable.  The  behavior  of  cultivated  epi~thelial  cells  has  been 
studied  mainly  in  organs  of  warm-blooded  animals  containing  epithelial  cells. 
As  happens  in  the  case  of  connective tissue,  these  epithelium  cells  shortly  after 
they  have  been  placed  into  the  medium  begin  to  leave  the  tissue  and  migrate 
into  the  medium,  thus  forming  a  membrane  of  cells  around  the  original  frag- 
ment.  Usually, however, these cells soon perish, and it has not yet been definitely 
ascertained  whether  or  not  they  possess  the  power  of  actively  increasing  in 
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number.  Lambert  and  Hanes,  4 who have made comparative studies  of cultures 
of  epithelial  and  connective  tissue  cells,  have  stated  that  el~ithelium  is  much 
more difficult  to cultivate than  connective tissue.  They have apparently  seen no 
cases  of cell division, as  no  mention  is  made  of  this  phenomenon. 
The results  obtained with cultures  of epithelial cells of cold-blooded animals 
were even less  satisfactory than  those of warm-blooded animals.  Hitherto these 
experiments  have  been  performed  only  with  the  epithelium  of  ,4nurce.  The 
first  cultures  of  frog  skin  were  made  by  Ruth  5  in  Carrel's  la~boratory.  The 
object  was,  however,  only  to  investigate  certain  processes  of  cicatrization,  for 
which  purpose  it  was  not  necessary  to  keep  the  frog's  skin  alive longer  than 
three  days.  During  this  time  the  cultures  showed  a  more  or  less  considerable 
expansion of the epithelial ceils  which surrounded  the old  fragment in the  form 
of  a  compact  layer. 
Oppel  ~  cultivated  the  entire  tail  of  tadpoles,  and  although  a  membrane 
emanating from the old epithelium was formed to cover the cut surfaces, he was 
unable  to  preserve these  abjects  alive for  any  considerable  length  of  time,  and 
was  thus  prevented  from  following the  subsequent  fate  of  the  epithelial  cells. 
The reports of Holmes  7 are nevertheless more satisfactory,  inasmuch as  they 
are  concerned  with  the  potentiality  for  life  of  the  cultivated  epithelial  cells. 
This  investigator  worked  with  embryonic  frog  skin  which  he  cultivated in  the 
plasma  or  lymph  of  the  adult  frog.  The  epithelial  cells  separated  themselves 
from the  fragments  of skin,  both  in  the  form of compact  membranes  and  indi- 
vidually.  In  the  latter  ease  they  were  subsequently  able to  unite  to  form  sec- 
ondary  epithelial  membranes.  In  the  eases  of  isolated  epithelial  cells  it  was 
shown  that  the  individual cells can be  maintained  alive as  long as  two  months. 
There  was  no  positive  evidence of cell  division. 
Connective tissue and  epithelium can  be  clearly distinguished,  at  least  in  the 
early  stages,  by  the  shape  of  their  cells  and  by  their  respective modes  of  ex- 
pansion  in  the  medium;  and  Lambert  and  Hanes  8 have  recently  re~mphasized 
the  fact  that  they  can  readily  distinguish  the  two  kinds  of  tissue  in  cultures. 
The connective tissue cells  never form compact membranes,  but yield a  kind  of 
network  surrounding  the  old  fragment  of  tissue  in  which  the  cells  are  oblong 
and  spindle-shaped.  The  exact  opposite  obtains  in  the  case  of  cultivated 
epithelium;  its  cells  are  always  more  or  less  polygonal  in  shape  and  unite  to 
form compact membranes.  Added to this is  the  fact that  connective tissue cells 
can continue to live and grow for years wi~thout difficulty,  whereas the epithelium 
cells perish after a  short period of membrane  formation. 
4 Lambert,  R.  A., and  Hanes,  F.  M.,  loc. clt. 
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The same morphological differences between the  connective and 
epithelial tissues  which exist in  the  cultures are also  found in  the 
organism,  in  which the  two kinds  of tissue are  strongly differen- 
tiated by the above mentioned morphological characters.  Whether 
the  same  parallel  exists  between  cultivated  and  normal  tissue,  as 
regards the capacity for growth possessed by the two kinds of tissue, 
and what the causes of this varying capacity for growth are, has not 
been investigated.  This paper is submitted in the hope of contribut- 
ing in some measure to the solution of this problem. 
MATERIAL AND  METHOD. 
For the purpose of our experiments we selected the leopard frog 
(Rana pipiens),  which is easily obtained.  We employed as mate- 
rial for cultivation the skin of adult animals; which with the epithe- 
lium and cuffs was cut into small  fragments and placed in  the cul- 
ture  medium.  The  pieces  selected  for  cultivation  were  usually 
taken from the back of the frog. 
The  culture  medium  was  generally  composed  of  a  mixture  of  blood  plasma 
and  muscle  extract  from  adult  frogs.  Great  difficulty  was  experienced  from 
the  fact  that  this  mixture  coagulates  much  less  easily  than  some  others,  than 
chicken  plasma,  for  example.  My  observations  coincide in  many  respects  with 
those  of  Losee  and  Ebeling  9  in  the  case  of  human  plasma.  The  capacity  to 
coagulate possessed  by  the  frog plasma  is  subject  to  extreme  individual  fluctua- 
tion, and this is possibly modified further by the seasons.  It is probable  that  this 
factor is accentuated  for a  short  time following the breeding period. 
Semifluid plasma  which  has  not  coagulated  well  is  ill  suited  for  the  preser- 
vation  of  cultivated  tissues  for  any  length  of  time.  For  that  reason  it  is  of 
advantage  to add  a  small  quantity  of  chicken  plasma  to  the  frog  plasma,  which 
effects  a  satisfactory  state  of  coagulation.  Certain  plasmas  begin  by  coagulat- 
ing  in  a  satisfactory  manner,  but  the  metabolism  of  the  culture  subsequently 
induces  a  state  of  liquefaction.  Drops  of  plasma-muscle  extract  containing  no 
tissue  never  liquefy.  The  same  applies  to  fragments  of  dead  tissue  which  are 
only  slightly  or  not  at  all  active.  But  fragments  of  skin  in  full  activity  give 
rise within a  few hours of explantation to a  cavity containing a  liquid, even when 
all  the  physiological  salt  solution  is  carefully  removed  6efore  placing  them  in 
the  medium,  and  they  are thoroughly  shaken  in  it  before  coagulation  sets  in. 
The  cavity  continues  to  increase  the  longer  the  tissue  remains  in  the  culture 
medium,  until  it attains  the  dimensions  of  a  drop  of  liquid.  By  adding  a  small 
amount  of  chicken  plasma  to  the  culture  medium  the  liquefaction  can  be  con- 
siderably  delayed.  The  culture  medium  has  to  be  changed  at  least  every  other 
day,  and  in cases of liquefaction every day. 
9 Losee, J. R., and  Ebeling, A. H.,  The Cultivation of Human  Tissue in Vitro, 
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The  cultures  of  frog  skin  do  not  easily  support  a  temperature  over  25  °  C.; 
temperatures  varying between  I9  °  and  2:  are  more  favorable than  those above 
25  °  and  below  I5 °  C. 
EARLY  PHASES. 
Primary  Epithelial  Rim.--Soon  after  explantation  changes  appear  in  the 
cultivated  fragment.  Figure  I  shows  a  fragment  fixed  in  formol  four  hours 
after  removal  from  the  organism  and  stained  by  mean,s  of  Delafield's  hema- 
toxYlin.  Around the  fragment of skin, which appears  dark in  the photograph,  a 
narrow  border  can  be  discerned,  lighter  in  color.  The  latter  contains  a  large 
quantity  of nuclei  closely  packed  together and  disposed  over  each  other  in  sev- 
eral  planes.  Owing  to  the  density  of  the  tissue  the  cells  belonging to  the  indi- 
vidual  nuclei  can  be  only  partially  distinguished  with  the  help  of  considerable 
magnification, :but they are  always  seen to be polygonal in  shape.  This  primary 
epithelial  layer  contains  no  spindle-shaped  cells  whatever;  the  tissue  is  purely 
epithelial in  character.  Certain black cells  with branch-like processes  which  can 
be distinguished  in  the deeper  strata  of  the  rim  of  tissue are  identical  with  the 
small melanophores occurring  in  the  epithelium  of  frog skin;  they have nothing 
in  common  with  the  large  melanophores  of  the  cutis  and  are  sharply  differ- 
entiated  from the latter. 
Secondary  Epithelial  Rim.--From sixteen  to  twenty hours  after  explantation 
the  cultivated  fragments  of  frog  skin  are  found  in, a  second  stage,  that of  the 
secondary  epiCchelial  rim.  This  is  shown  in  figure  2.  The  rim  of  tissue  sur- 
rounding the old piece  is  now  seen to  have  considerably  increased  in  width  and 
its  superficial  size  may  even  greatly  exceed  that  of  the  original  fragment  of 
tissue,  At  the  same  time  it  has  greatly  changed  in  appearan.ce.  It  now  con- 
sists  of  two  zones,  a  narrow  central  zone  and  a  peripheral  zone  from  five  to 
fifteen  times  as  wide  as  the  former.  The  central  zone  represents  the  upper 
layers  of  the  primary  epithelial  rim,  which  from  this time  on  show  no  further 
changes.  In the accompanying photograph  the central zone appears  as a  narrow 
border on  three  sides  of  the original piece  and  is  seen to be a  little darker  than 
the  peripheral  zone.  As  in  the  case  of  the  primary  epithelial  rim,  this  central 
zone  contains  small,  closely  packed  nuclei.  It  is  invariably  situated  above  the 
lighter  peripheral  zone,  so  that  it  looks  as  if  the  latter  had  grown  out  beyond 
the central zone. 
The peripheral zone is sharply differentiated  from the central zone.  To begin 
with,  it  is  lighter  and  more  transparent,  owing  to  the  facts  (I)  that  it  is  com- 
posed  of  fewer  layers  than the  central zone,  and  (2)  that  the  cells  which  com- 
pose it are flattened out and are hence not so numerous as  those constituting the 
central  zone.  The  character  of  the  tissue  is,  however,  purely  epithelial,  as 
appears  in  figure 2;  not a  single spindle-shaped  cell  i~s to  be seen.  Nevertheless, 
the cells composing it are quite different from those of the central zone, as stated 
above.  Each  cell can be distinguished individually,  and  the cell  walls are  every- 
where  clearly  discernible.  The  cells  are  completely  flattened,  and  hence  appear 
large  and  light in  color,  and  are  polygonal  in  shape.  At  first  they  continue  to 
increase  in  size,  as  can  rbe  ascertained  by  subjecting  the  culture  to  continual 
observation.  The  nuclei  are  large  and  take  the  stain  very  well.  They  possess 
one  to  three  nucleoli.  Towards  the  center  the  peripheral  zone  consists  of 618  Cultivation of Skin Epithelium  of Frog. 
several layers, but at the periphery usually of one only.  Immediately behind  the 
peripheral  edge a  rldge-like zone is  often  seen,  consisting of  several  layers,  the 
cells of which  are closely pressed  together.  The secondary  epithelial rim some- 
times  contains  a  very  large  number  of  small  melanophores,  thus  showing  its 
epithelial  origin.  As  in  the  case  of  the  primary  epithelial  rim,  the  secondary 
rim is also  nearly  uniform;  its outer  edge is  always  seen  to  possess  a  more  or 
less  round,  but slightly irregular outline  (figure 2). 
Loosening Up.--We have  seen  that  during  the  stages  of  the  primary  and 
secondary  epithelial  rims  the  edges  of  the  tissue  bordering  on  the  medium  are 
only  slightly  branched.  Everywhere  the  tissue  has  the  form  of  a  completely 
compact,  continuous  membrane.  Gradually,  however,  this picture  changes  and  a 
progressive  loosening  up  becomes  noticeable.  Figure  3  shows  a  culture  of 
another  stage  to  be  described  later,  but  it  serves  to  illustrate  this  process  of 
loosening up.  As  this  process  follows the  same  course  in both  stages  we  shall 
describe it as an example. 
First  of  all,  a  number  of  the  peripheral  cells assume  a  long,  almost  spindle- 
shaped  form,  as  shown  in  figure  3.  Many  of  them  send  out  long  plasma 
processes  into  the  medium,  and  these pseudopodia-like  processes  thus  constitute 
the only link between  the cells and" the compact parts  of the  edge of  the tissue. 
They  usually  assume  the  form  of  long  chains  of  cells  projecting  into  the 
medium,  and  consist  of  long,  spindle-shaped  cells.  In  this  way  the  line  of 
demarcation  of  the tissue  rim  by degrees  becomes  more  and  more  complicated, 
and  at  many  places  it  projects  in  the  form  of  sharp,  jagged  protuberances 
(figure 3). 
At the  same time spaces  are seen  to  occur  in  the  epithelial  membrane,  often 
bridged  over  by  columns  of  cells.  The  bridges  are  also  entirely  composed  of 
oblong cells, often  spindle-shaped.  Figure 4  shows  a  strongly magnified  section 
of the culture seen in figure 3.  Most of the cells are still polygonal in shape and 
their arrangement  points  to  their  being  strictly  epithelial  in  character.  At  only 
one  spot  where  tile loosening up  process  has  started  can  a  space  be seen  in  the 
epithelial membrane,  and  this  is bridged  over by a  chain of elongated cells. 
When  the  liquefaction  of  the  plasma  is  very  great  the  loosening  up  stage 
assumes  a  somewhat  different  aspect.  Figure  5  shows  a  culture  which  under- 
went  this  stage with a  rather  liquefied plasma.  Certain  sections,  especially those 
on  the  right  and  left  sides,  where  the  plasma  has  remained  fairly  solid,  are 
seen  to  have  remained  compact  and  to  have  a  very  marked  fringed  edge.  In 
places  where  great  liquefaction  has  occurred,  the  membrane  has  become  torn, 
consequent  upon  the  surface  tension  of  the  drop.  Large  spaces  have  been 
formed,  partially  bridged  over  by  the  columns  of  cells.  The  cells,  following 
the  greatest  tension,  range  themselves  at  the  edge  of  the  drop  in  the  form  of 
a  wreath  of cells, the columns  break  down,  and  their  central  parts  withdraw  to 
the  edge  of  the piece of  membrane.  If  the  liquefaction  is  still  more  extensive 
the entire rim of epithelium is torn  away  from the  fragment  and  a  wide wreath 
of cells is  formed,  completely surrounding  the  entire  piece of  membrane.  This 
wreath  at  first  consists  of  polygonal  and  spindle-shaped  cells  and  is  connected 
with the piece of membrane by means of the columns of cells  (compare figure 6, 
slightly magnified,  and  figure 7,  more highly magnified).  Later  all the columns 
are  broken  down  by  the  action  of  the  cells,  now  spherical  in  shape  (figure  5, Eduard  Uhlenhuth.  619 
above,  central  part  of  the  column),  which  withdraw  from  the  middle  of  the 
column  towards  the  periphery  and  center.  The  cells  constituting  the  wreath 
likewise soon become spherical in shape,  and the less favorable the conditions of 
nutrition  the  more  rapidly  is  this  change  accomplished,  and  by  the  greater 
number  o# cells. 
Resting Stage.--If  the  fragment  of  membrane,  together with  the  surround- 
ing  tissue,  can  be  successfully  transferred  into  the  fresh  plasma,  it  becomes 
possible to prolong somewhat the period of the protrusion of chMns  of cells into 
the  medium.  Usually,  however,  as  a  result  of  the  liquefaction of  the  plasma 
only  a  narrow  rim  of  cells  can  be  transferred  with  it  into  the  medium,  and 
owing  to  the  continued  loosening  up  and  separation  of  the  individual  cells 
which actively traverse wide portions  of the  medium,  this  eventually disappears 
altogether.  Thereafter no additional cells advance from the original culture, and 
after  about  seventy-two  hours  a  period  of  complete  rest  sets  in.  From  this 
time  on  no  further  changes  which  might  be  referred  to  activity are  to  be  ob- 
served, even in portions of the epithelial ring which may yet exist.  Only single 
cells  become  separated  and  stray  out  into  the  medium;  the  remainder  are  still 
merely  subject  to  change  of  form  which  can  be  attributed  to  the  effect  of 
metabolism.  This  we  shall  discuss  elsewhere. 
Secondary Activity.--The  resting  stage  usually  lasts  three  .to  four  days; 
namely,  from  the  second  to  the  sixth  day  after  explantation.  In  all  cultures 
which  have  not  perished  through  disturbances  of  nutrition  this  interval  of 
several days  is  followed by a  period of renewed activity, and  the culture  passes 
into the stage of secondary activity.  Figure 5 shows a  culture during this  stage. 
The culture  was  made  on  J'une 4,  and  twenty-four hours  later  had  reached  the 
stage of the secondary epithelial rim.  Twenty-four hours  later, on  the morning 
of June 6,  the dissolution was already very much  advanced.  When the  medium 
was  changed  almost  the  entire  epithelial  rim  became  dissolved.  The  following 
days showed no changes, although the entire piece of skin,  as  well as  the remain- 
ing small  fragments  of the epithelial rim, appeared  to be alive and  healthy.  On 
the  morning ofJune 8  the medium  was  again  changed,  and on  the  morning of 
June 9 hardly anything  remained of the  secondary  epithelial rim.  On  the same 
day  the  medium  was  changed  for the  third  time and  shortly  afterwards  a  new 
rim  of  epithelium  began  to  develop  around  the  old  piece  of  skin.  Numerous 
identical instances  were observed,  but  we  shall  confine ourselves to  a  report  of 
one  example. 
The  tertiary  epithelial  rim  produced  by  the  secondary  activity  differs  but 
slightly  from  the  first  formed  secondary  epithelial  rim.  The  central  zone, 
corresponding  to  the  primary  epithelial  rim,  which  was  not  concerned  in  the 
various  changes  which  have  been  described,  still  exists  in  many  cases.  It  can 
be  made out  fairly well in  figure 5 as  a grey edge surrounding  the object.  The 
peripheral zone of the tertiary  rim of epithelium is  sometimes thinner  than  that 
of the secondary rim, and the cells are polygonal in shape and  often  exceedingly 
delicate.  The  small  melanophores  are  either entirely absent  or  present  only in 
small numbers. 
Figure 5 shows  furthermore  that  the  tertiary  rim of epithelium is  subject to 
the  same  fate  as  the  secondary.  The  loosening  uo  of  the  tissue,  the  forma- 
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medium are  phenomena which arise as  early  as  twenty-four  hours  after  the 
first appearance of the tertiary  rim of epithelium and lead to a complete break- 
ing up of the tissue membrane. 
The  behavior  of the  cultures  described  above may be considered 
as typical of the cultures of skin from the back of the adult leopard 
frog, since these five successive characteristic  stages can be observed 
in  most  cultures.  At  the  same  time  it  represents  the  best  result 
that we have thus far been able to obtain with our method.  Certain 
other  cultures,  however,  showed  a  somewhat  different  behavior, 
but it was not always possible to determine the  reason of this.  Of 
these exceptions  we shall  mention  one. 
In some instances  the  fragments  of skin,  after being transferred 
into  the  culture  medium,  remain  completely  inactive.  The  first 
epithelial  rim alone is  formed and is often extremely narrow.  The 
cultures  remain  in  this  condition  for  some time,  although  they are 
treated in exactly the same manner,  as  far as this can be controlled, 
as the rest of the active cultures.  In the case of culture A  43  o,  for 
instance,  beyond the  formation  during  the  first  few  hours  of  the 
first  primary  epithelial  rim  not  the  slightest  change  appeared  in 
five  days,  although  during  this  period  it  was  twice  supplied  with 
fresh medium.  Not  until  the  fifth day,  after  the  third  change  of 
medium, did the culture enter upon its active stage.  Figure 3 shows 
this culture on the morning of the sixth day after explantation.  By 
this  time the secondary epithelial  rim had  already reached  the loos- 
ening  up stage  (see also  figure  4,  which  represents  a  fragment  of 
culture A 43 °  a, highly magnified).  The epithelial membrane which, 
for reasons  to be explained  later on, consisted only of basal epithe- 
lial layers and contained no small melanophores,  was extremely thin 
from  the  outset.  But  later,  when  the  loosening  up  set  in  and  the 
cells  began  to  project  in  long  strings  into  the  medium  it  became 
even more delicate.  This can be seen from a  comparison of figures 
3 and 8; the latter represents  the same culture as figure  3,  only one 
day later;  i.  e., the seventh day after explantation.  Moreover,  this 
figure  clearly  shows  the  gradual  transformation  of  the  polygonal 
epithelial cells into cells of the spindle-shaped type.  Further towards 
the  center  where the  cells are  still  united  to  form  a  compact mem- 
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edge  where  the  cells  project  into  the  medium  the  spindle-shaped 
type is  seen  to  preponderate. 
It  should  be  remarked,  with  respect  to  the  subsequent  fate  of 
culture A  43o a, and of similar cultures which are late in becoming 
active, that a  short time after the period represented in figure 8  the 
culture  had  been  provided  with  fresh  medium  for  the  fifth  time. 
As  a  result the entire secondary epithelial  rim disappeared.  Nev- 
ertheless, on the following day, the eighth day after explantation, an 
equally  large  rim  of  epithelium  had  arisen,  which  could  only  be 
distinguished from the first by its much greater delicacy. 
In our discussion of the regular cultures we had reached the fifth 
stage, that of the secondary activity, and in connection therewith we 
remarked that  the tertiary epithelial  rim  formed during this  stage 
had suffered dissolution, as in the case of the secondary rim.  The 
original  fragment  of  skin,  that  is,  all  which  still  remained  of  it, 
was  nevertheless by no  means  destroyed;  on  the  contrary a  new, 
characteristic  stage  had  developed,  the  cystic  stage.  Before  dis- 
cussing this it is necessary to make brief mention of the remarkable 
change of form undergone by the epithelial cells. 
EPITHELIUM  AND  CONNECTIVE  TISSUE. 
The  tissues  of organs  consisting  of  epithelium  and  connective 
tissue  freshly removed  from  the body  treated by the usual histo- 
logical methods  are seen to be sharply differentiated.  Lambert  and 
Hanes  1° emphasize that the same is true of fragments of organs of 
warm-blooded  animals,  when  cultivated  in  nutritive  media.  The 
epithelial cells are invariably cuboidal, cylindrical, flat, or polygonal 
in shape, while the connective tissue cells are long and more or less 
spindle-shaped.  Thus,  the  term  "spindle-shaped  epithelial  cells," 
as here used, must sound anomalous;  and  if we  furthermore refer 
to figure 9  as illustrating such spindle-shaped epithelial cells, doubt 
may arise as to whether the cells are not in reality connective tissue 
cells.  In order to  remove this  doubt we shall submit some of the 
facts which serve to prove the epithelial origin of the spindle-shaped 
cells in the cultures of frog skin. 
The  fact  that  no  mention  has  been  made of  changes  occurring 
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in the connective tissue,  which, of course, was explanted with the 
epithelium of the skin, may appear remarkable.  In none of the skin 
cultures did the connective tissue of the cuffs show the least trace of 
activity.  As the relation between connective tissue and epithelium 
is in great contrast with the facts ascertained from observation on 
warm-blooded animals, we have devoted much attention to this point. 
From the outset the explanted fragments of skin were continually 
observed, drawn, photographed, and stained.  Nowhere could any 
spindle-shaped cells  be detected in the  act  of  separating  from the 
culture.  If  figure 2,  for example,  be  studied  it  will be  seen that 
no  cells  can be  discovered bearing  any resemblance to  connective 
tissue cells.  Many cultures were fixed and stained ; in this state they 
could be viewed from above and below,  the magnification could be 
increased or diminished, but no connective tissue could be discovered. 
Numerous cultures were examined by this method with unvarying 
results, as was also the case when they were examined during the 
earlier  stages.  Figure  I,  representing culture  A  429,  which  had 
been fixed and stained three hours after explantation, illustrates an 
early stage.  The primary epithelial rim surrounding the  fragment 
of skin shows unmistakable epithelial characters; no spindle-shaped 
cells can be detected. 
The  proof  of  the  fact  that  the  membranes composed  of  poly- 
gonal cells  surrounding the fragnnents of skin are in  no way con- 
nected with the connective tissue lies  in  the presence in  the mem- 
branes  of small melanophores, which of course are  found only in 
the epithelium and are sharply differentiated from the large melano- 
phores of the cuffs. 
The continual straying away of the epithelial cells  in such large 
numbers leads finally to the cuffs becoming partially freed of epithe- 
lium.  In  this  condition the  cells  can  be  clearly distinguished  in 
the  remaining part,  which is  composed of connective tissue and is 
often completely devoid of epithelium; and  it  can be  clearly seen 
that the connective tissue is definitely and completely circumscribed, 
and not a  single one of its  cells has  encroached into the surround- 
ing epithelial membrane.  So sharply defined is the separation of the 
connective tissue from the surrounding parts that even the fragment 
of cuffs shrinks into the form of a spherical disc (figure 8). Eduard  Uhlenhuth.  623 
These facts suffice for the present to prove the epithelial nature of 
the spindle-shaped cells of cultures of frog skin; later this question 
will be discussed more fully and further facts will be added. 
If  the  cells  shown  in  figure  9  are  epithelial  cells,  the  question 
arises  whether we  are  further justified  in  considering the varying 
form of the cells as  a  distinct characteristic, which could serve  to 
distinguish  connective  tissue  from  epithelium.  In  the  organism 
another  characteristic  appears  as  peculiar  to  the  cell  of  the  con- 
nective tissue; namely, the capacity to  form fibrill~e.  In the tissue 
cultures, however, in which the connective tissue cells do not always 
form fibrill~e,  we must depend chiefly upon the differences in  form 
of  the  individual  cell species,  which  fail  absolutely  in  cultures  of 
frog  skin.  The  latter  even  prove  the  incontestable  fact  that  the 
epithelial cells under the special conditions obtaining in the cultures 
are able to assume the exact form of connective tissue cells.  There- 
fore we must accept the fact that the form of the cells, at  least in 
the tissue  cultures,  can in  no  wise  be  taken  to  determine whether 
the origin of a  cell is connective tissue or epithelium. 
This  recalls  the reports  of  cases in  which in  cultures of organs 
containing both varieties of cells, i.  e., connective tissue and epithe- 
lium,  the epithelium soon  became supplanted  by connective tissue, 
so that ultimately only connective tissue cells remained.  The curious 
changes in the form of the epithelial cells of the frog above described 
are  thus  seen  to  assume  an  entirely  different significance;  and  it 
would be a matter of great interest to determine further whether in 
these  instances  the  epithelial  cells  are  able  to  assume  forms  suffi- 
ciently distinctive to  differentiate them  from the connective tissue 
cells. 
DIFFERENCES  BETWEEN  TIlE VARIOUS  EPITHELIAL  LAYERS  IN" 
REGARD  TO  THEIR  ACTIVITY. 
Not all  the layers  of the epithelium participate  to the same degree 
in the processes of activity  that  are observed in a cultivated  frag- 
ment of skin from the adult frog.  The changes occurring in the 
cultivated fragments of skin  depend mainly on the capacity of the 
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shown that this capacity is not possessed in the same degree by all 
the epithelial cells. 
The primary epithelial rim  (figure I)  needs but a  short time for 
its  development.  Immediately after  explarltation  into  the  culture 
medium, and often while the fragment of skin is yet in the physio- 
logical salt solution, this compact rim of epithelium begins to spread 
over the edges of the fragment.  The borders of the primary epithe- 
lial  rim adjoining the medium are always more or less  parallel  to 
the edges of the fragment of skin,  by which it  is  seen  that  all  the 
cells along one line advance with uniform speed, this  being a  case 
of true epithelial movement  (OppePl).  After a  few hours  (4  to 
24)  the epithelial rim becomes more extended ; it is still parallel with 
the cut edges of the epithelial rim, but ceases to be uniform in all the 
epithelial layers.  The cells situated  in  the deeper layers gradually 
spread apart to form the peripheral zone of the secondary epithelial 
rim, whereas the cells of the upper layers completely cease all move- 
merit and form the central zone of the secondary epithelial rim.  All 
subsequent  changes in  the epithelial membrane are confined to  the 
elements of the lower layers, while those of the upper, belonging to 
the central zone, remain completely inactive and fail to contribute to 
the formation of the large peripheral zone. 
The question now arises:  Of  what cells are the individual zones 
composed?  This  question nmst be answered if we are to discover 
what are the specifically active elements of frog skin epithelium.  In 
certain  cultures  in  which the mediunl  was  sufficiently firm  it  was 
possible to transfer the fragments of skin into the new medium to- 
gether with  the  epithelial  membrane;  but  an  extremely thin  layer 
became disconnected from the  upper  surface of  the original  frag- 
ment  and  was  therefore  separately  placed  into  a  drop  of  culture 
medium.  A  complete, secondary epithelial rim was adherent to the 
original  culture  upon  transference  into  the  new  medium,  but  the 
central zone was missing,  this  having been  formed from the sepa- 
rated upper layer.  Upon microscopical examination the latter was 
seen to be composed of several  (probably two)  layers of large,  ex- 
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tremely transparent, polygonal cells, containing large nuclei and often 
fine,  brownish  granules.  In figure  Io,  especially on  the  left side, 
these  cells  can  be  distinctly  seen  through  the  other  layers.  This 
membrane was  thicker  at  the  edge,  at  which point  the  cells  were 
somewhat pressed together.  This  group  of cells corresponded ex- 
actly in width to  the central zone  from which i't had been  formed 
at the time of its connection with the culture. 
The  cell  layers  concerned in  the  formation of  this  upper  mem- 
brane are o'bviously the uppermost layers of horny cells of the epi- 
thelium.  At first the elements constituting  them advance into  the 
medium, together with the cells situated beneath them, but this move- 
ment soon ceases altogether.  If these uppermost layers be isolated 
from the remainder of the epithelium and maintained in a  separate 
daughter-culture, their cells are seen to possess almost no individual 
activity at all.  They remain alive in the medium for a  long time, 
which  fact  can  be  ascertained  by  means  of  appropriate  nuclear 
staining.  But  only the  cells  situated  at  the  periphery  undergo  a 
slight change of form and become somewhat oval.  However, this 
change of shape takes place very slowly.  The fact that they never- 
theless advance a  short distance, in conjunction with the lower lay- 
ers of the primary epithelial rim, is probably owing to the fact that 
they are passively carried on by the lower cells; however, as  soon 
as they are disconnected from these cells, all  movement ceases. 
In many cultures during the stage of the primary epithelial rim a 
membrane is separated from the upper surface of the culture, which 
is  more  compact and  consequently darker  than  the one  just  men- 
tioned.  Upon microscopic examination this membrane was further 
seen to contain the small melanophores, as shown in figure  iI.  It 
consisted of several layers of cells.  Figure  Io illustrates the mem- 
brane shown in figure I I, seen from below and magnified 37o times. 
It consists,  first,  of several layers of small,  polygonal cells, among 
which  the  small  melanophores  are  distributed,  and,  second,  of 
the large, flat cells of the uppermost layer mentioned above, which 
are seen through the layer of melanophores when properly focussed. 
Thus,  while the first mentioned membrane contains only the upper 
layers, we here have before us the upper and middle epithelial layers, 
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of such cells could only be separated from cul'tures which had not yet 
formed a  secondary epithelial rim; but the latter often arose after 
these  layers of  skin  had  become separated,  which proves  that  the 
basal cells of the epithelium had remained attached to the fragment 
of  skin.  However,  when  the  secondary  epithelial  rim  had  been 
formed only after the separation of the upper and middle layers, it 
naturally had no central zone and was always devoid of small mela- 
nophores, as can be seen in figures 3 and 8.  But the cells compos- 
ing it were always typically epithelial. 
The membrane of cells consisting of the upper and middle layers 
of epithelium was separated  from the original culture by placing it 
into separate ones, after which it was maintained in a special daugh- 
ter-medium.  Figure  II  shows one of these membranes three days 
after isolation.  Only a few cells (from the upper edge) are seen to 
have  strayed  into  the  medium,  but  slight  traces  of  activity  could 
be discerned as late as eight and nine days afterwards.  This layer 
also,  when  separated  from  the  fragment,  was  seen  to  be  almost 
inactive. 
It now remains to be shown what attitude is adopted by the basal 
cells after they have been isolated.  To begin with, it could be seen, 
from the numerous cases in which the secondary epithelial rim was 
formed only after  the  separation  of  the upper  and  middle  layers, 
that  these  cells  are able  to  advance actively,  even without  the  co- 
operation of the upper layers of cells.  If a  fairly large section be 
isolated from such a  rim of cells and be placed separately in a  drop 
of culture medium, the cells are seen to behave exactly as though they 
were connected with the whole epithelial rim; they lose their polyg- 
onal  form and wander out into the medium under the most varied 
forms,  by  means  of  which  the  entire  complex  of  cells  becomes 
dissolved. 
Thus, in the explanted frog skin we are able to distinguish three 
layers of epithelium physiologically of different value:  (I)  A  basal 
layer, the cells  of which are set  in  great activity through the con- 
ditions  prevailing  in  the cultures;  they maintain  this  activity even 
when they are kept completely isolated.  (2)  A  middle layer con- 
taining  the  small  melanophores,  which  certainly  participates,  at 
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secondary epithelial  rim.  When,  however,  it  is  isolated  with  the 
third  layer its  cells have hardly any power  of movement and  can 
advance only slightly into  the  medium.  (3)  An uppermost  layer 
whose  capacity  for  expansion  is  confined  to  the  formation  of  a 
narrow rim and disappears  altogether upon isolation. 
It was not possible at this stage to ascertain whether this physio- 
logical differentiation into three layers of the epithelium of the frog's 
skin  coincided with  the morphological differentiation,  which  simi- 
larly shows three layers.  It is certain, however, that the differences 
between  the  individual  layers  of  shifting  epithelium  are  of  great 
significance for a number of normal and pathological morphogenetic 
processes,  for  which  reason  we  desire to  give special attention  to 
this fact in our subsequent investigations. 
Thus, the formation of the secondary epithelial rim is mainly at- 
tributable to the activity of a  basal layer of ceils; at first these cells 
move as compact membranes into the medium, later on they become 
separated, the epithelial cells which were hitherto polygonal in shape 
become spindle-shaped, and after having become isolated they move 
like connective tissue  cells. 
From  this  we see that  the epithelial cells are by no  means com- 
pelled  to  assume  the epithelial  movement which  Oppel  has  desig- 
nated as characterizing the epithelium; this ,occurs only as  long as 
they form compact membranes.  If  they become very much sepa- 
rated from each other the manner of their movement is the same as 
that  of  connective  tissue  cells.  Not  alone  with  regard  to  their 
form,  but  also  through  their  manner  of  movement the  epithelial 
cells are capable under special circumstances of approaching the type 
of the connective tissue cells.  It is  interesting to note in this  con- 
nection that Holmes  12 saw a movement of the epithelial cells caused 
by pseudopodia  in  the  explanted  skin  of  young larvae  of  Anurce. 
THE  EPITHELIAL  CYST. 
It has been shown that in the explanted  fragment of skin stages 
of activity alternate with stages of rest.  Thus  far it has not been 
possible either to maintain the cultures in continuous activity or to 
induce a  state  of activity more than twice.  In  the active  stage  a 
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rim of epithelium of a  relatively large area is  developed each time 
around the fragment, after which exhaustion occurs.  But the frag- 
ment of skin by no means dies ; on the contrary it undergoes a series 
of extremely interesting changes, which bear witness to its undimin- 
ished  vitality.  Even  as  early as  the  stage  of  secondary activity, 
i. e.,  from the sixth to the seventh day, the fragment of skin,  which 
was originally square, becomes drawn irlto the  form of a  spherical 
disc  whose  edges  tend  to  bend  down.  This  contraction  of  the 
tissue continues until we finally see it in the shape of a sphere.  At 
first  it  is  pigq~lented  only  on  the  upper  surface,  while  the  under 
surface is whitish in color and resembles closely an amphibian egg. 
By degrees, however, the pigment spreads to the under surface until 
finally the whole sphere is brownish in color. 
The  uppermost  layer  is  usually  discarded  a  few  days  after 
explantation,  and  frequently the  middle  and  upper  layers  of  the 
epithelium have also become separated;  but  in spite  of  this  fact  a 
loose clinging layer is  soon observed around the sphere,  consisting 
of  more  or  less  polygonal  and  usually  rather  oblong  cells.  This 
layer becomes detached in the course of one of the transplantations 
into the new medium, whereupon a new one is immediately formed, 
which may also  become detached.  In  this  manner a  fragment of 
skin discards three layers of cells in the course of twenty days, be- 
sides which twice during the active stage it sent a considerable num- 
ber of epithelial  cells  into  the medium.  Figure  12  represents one 
of these cysts, aged eighteen days, and likewise shows a layer in the 
act of becoming detached, which can be seen particularly clearly on 
the lower surface. 
The  cell membranes which have been discarded during  the  cyst 
stage consist in part of dead, nucleus-free cells, and in part of living 
ceils of the same form as those constituting the uppermost epithelial 
layers,  and,  like the  latter,  contain  in  their  plasma  fine,  brownish 
granules.  The  nuclei  are  easily  stained.  If  the  first  epithelial 
layer  consists  of  horny  cells,  as  is  generally  assumed,  this  can 
also,  on  account  of  the  absolute  identity  of  the  cells,  be  taken 
as  being the  layer  of  the  cells  which have  been  discarded  during 
the  cyst  stage.  Thus,  we  are  here  concerned  with  a  process  of 
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In  spite  of  the  repeated  and  extensive  loss  of  epithelium,  the 
sphere, which is filled with well preserved connective tissue  (as can 
be seen in sections), still possesses a considerable covering of epithel- 
ium.  This is seen to be differentiated into separate layers of cells. 
The innermost layer consists of cuboidal cells, which supposedly cor- 
respond to  the basal  cells.  Next to  these is  a  layer which usually 
consists of two rows of cells which are flattened, and the nuclei of 
which together with the long axis are parallel to the upper surface. 
The nuclei of both layers stain well.  At the exterior is another peel- 
like layer of extremely flattened cells, which are separated from the 
two  inner  tayers  of  cells  by  means  of  a  small  space,  the  cells  of 
which are only loosely connected.  Small melanophores are  found 
in none of the three layers of cells. 
From the sections it can be seen that not only the epithelium, but 
also the stratum spongiosum of the cuffs has  completely enveloped 
the stratum  compactum and  has  assumed a  spherical  form.  This 
explains the complete pigmentation of the cyst. 
We may now inquire whence is  derived the inexhaustible supply 
of  epithelial  cells.  Unfortunately,  it  has  not  been  possible  thus 
far to  answer this  question.  In the first place,  it  is  inconceivable 
that the original epithelium could repeatedly give off such relatively 
large masses of cells without undergoing multiplication; but,  on the 
other hand, we nowhere see any trace of mitosis.  In the cysts the 
epithelium  shows  a  distinct  differentiation  into  a  basal  layer  of 
cubic  cells  and  into  a  second  layer  lying  above  it,  consisting  of 
several layers of flat cells.  But the basal cells are nowhere found in 
a  state of mitosis. 
Thus, for the present, we must content ourselves with establishing 
the  fact that  the exptanted  fragments of skin are gradually trans- 
formed  into  a  spherical  form,  completely  shut  off  towards  the 
exterior, containing a  compact connective tissue core and an epithe- 
lial  coating.  In this  form  the cultures of skin  remain alive  for a 
long  time  and  even  show  the  process  of  shedding  which  charac- 
terizes normal epithelium. 
MECHANISM:  OF THE EPITHELIAL GROWTH. 
The life cycle of a  culture of skin may serve to throw some light 
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As  mentioned above,  it  is  usually much easier  to  cultivate  con- 
nective  tissue  than  epithelium  in  culture  media.  The  conditions 
created through life in vitro are much more favorable for connective 
tissue than for epithelium, for the reason that explantation modifies 
to a  much less extent the normal manner of growth of the  former 
than of the latter. 
In cover-glass cultures the tissues are surrounded by the medium 
equally on  all  sides;  this  practically corresponds  to  the  conditions 
under  which connective tissue  lives  in  the organism  under normal 
conditions,  where it  is  always  surrounded by the body juices. 
Craster ~3  has  proved  in  the  case  of  the  epithelium  of  rat  skin 
that through subcutaneous transplantation of fragments of skin the 
conditions become so changed, owing to their transference to the in- 
terior of the body, that in a  very short time the epithelium entirely 
lacks the power of resuming its  normal  function when transferred 
back to its original position.  In cover-glass cultures the fragments 
of skin are subjected to  similar  abnormal  conditions,  for they are 
excluded  on  all  sides  from  the  external  world  by  means  of  the 
medium.  But it is a  characteristic of all epithelia that they possess 
not only a basal, but also a free surface ; they are nourished from the 
former exclusively, whilst the free surface is differentiated to fulfill 
special  functions.  Thus,  all  epithelial  cells,  as  well  as  the  entire 
epithelium, are always differentiated as a  whole along a  polar axis 
which is perpendicular to the surface of the organ.  The connective 
tissue cells grow freely in the organism in all directions,  whilst the 
epithelial cells under normal conditions grow almost exclusively in a 
vertical direction; i. e., along an axis perpendicular to the surface of 
the organ.  Under abnormal conditions, as in the case of regenera- 
tion,  this  growth is  parallel  to  the surface of the organ;  the cells, 
however,  never  grow  freely, but  along  the  surface  of  the  organ. 
While the connective tissue is able to develop nearly all its charac- 
teristics normally in  the medium,  the explanted skin  epithelium  is 
confronted by  entirely different conditions.  The  isolation  of  the 
fragment of skin and the consequent formation of free wound sur- 
faces  immediately  give  rise  to.  regeneration,  as  would  also  have 
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occurred in the organism.  The enormous expansion of the epithelial 
cells into a surface parallel to the upper surface of the fragment of 
skin  corresponds  in  every particular  to  the  behavior  of  the  skin 
epithelium in  the  organism  when stimulated  by  incisive  wounds. 
However, it continues to spread along the surface of the organ de- 
prived of  epithelium and  the epithelial cells  thus  suffer  either  no 
suspension at all of their polar differentiation or only a passing sus- 
pension.  But in the plasma cultures the epithelial cells stray freely 
into the medium, thus losing ground beneath them, and by this means 
they enter upon physical conditions similar to those of normal con- 
nective tissue.  They therefore abandon their polar  differentiation 
and take on the morphological character also of  connective tissue 
cells.  Their compact epithelial arrangement ~anishes and the cells 
become spindle-shaped.  NOt meeting with any impediments tending 
to terminate their movement as under normal conditions, they con- 
tinue to wander away from the explanted fragment of skin, and the 
epithelial rims are finally reduced to complete dissolution. 
This never ending spreading out of cells is not terminated in the 
cultures by means of contact stimulus, as happens under normal con- 
ditions.  Thus,  in spite of the  fact that  a  considerable number of 
living epithelial cells remain, the activity of  the  fragment of  skin 
becomes exhausted, and the formation of epithelial rims which glide 
out into the medium becomes suspended.  Meanwhile, an increasing 
contraction  of  the  explanted  fraganent  of  skin  has  already  taken 
place, and the latter soon becomes spherical in form.  Fragments of 
skin which were examined during this stage were already found to 
be  completely surrounded  by  epithelium.  But  the  fact  is  by  no 
means excluded that this surrounding of the fragment of skin was 
initiated immediately after explantation, and that it is owing to this 
that  the  connective tissue  cells  are  prevented  from  Straying  into 
the  medium and that  the  contraction of  the  fragments  of  skin  is 
brought  about.  We shall  later on  institute  more  detailed investi- 
gations With regard to this point. 
The epithelium is thus brought into a condition much more nearly 
approaching normal.  The growth which at first was parallel to the 
upper  surface naturally ceases  the  moment that  the  edges  of  the 
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tissue core, come in contact with each other, thus  forming a  hollow 
sphere.  The conditions prevailing on the inner and outer sides, re- 
spectively, of the epithelium are now different, as happens also under 
normal  conditions.  Although  the  outer  surface  is  not  in  contact 
with water or damp air, as would be normal in the case of frog skin 
epithelium, there are present nevertheless a  free and a basal surface, 
the latter in organic combination with the base.  Thus,  here again 
we are presented with a  case of distinct polar differentiation of the 
skin epithelium, which is manifested by the presence of three layers. 
But  furthermore, the process  of  shedding,  which under  normal 
conditions represents the result of vertical growth and goes hand in 
hand with the replacement of cells originating from the basal layers, 
is reintroduced, thus completing the resemblance between explanted 
and normal epithelium.  It is true that so far we have not succeeded 
in discovering any examples of mitosis in the basal cells; but inas- 
much as  only very few of the epithelial  spheres  have so  far  been 
examined in  sections,  we  must  refrain  from  stating  positively  by 
what means the giving off of very considerable numbers of cells is 
rendered possible. 
SUMMARY. 
I.  Fragments  of  skin  taken  from  the back  of  the  leopard  frog 
were cultivated in a  mixture of plasma  and  muscle extract of  the 
same species. 
2.  A  few hours after explantation, processes of activity are seen 
to arise, which finally lead to the formation of a  compact epithelial 
rim around the fragment of skin. 
3-  These  epithelial  cells  undergo  gradual  transformation  into 
a  spindle-shaped type of cell; in this form they resemble the spindle 
cells which have been described as connective tissue cells. 
4.  The growth of a rim of tissue around the explanted fragments 
of skin may be ascribed principally to the activity of a basal layer of 
epithelial cells, the units of which first advance into the medium as 
compact membranes by means of the so called epithelial movement, 
but which later become separated from the compact membrane, and 
having assumed a  spindle  form, spread according to the manner of 
connective tissue cells. Eduard  Uhlenhuth.  633 
5.  In contradistinction to  this basal  layer,  the cells of an upper 
and middle layer of epithelium upon separation from the fragment 
of  skin and  isolation  in  the nutritive medium,  remain  completely 
inactive. 
6.  The connective tissue of  frog skin,  for  reasons not yet com- 
pletely established, does not participate in the production of the rim 
of cells,  possibly for the reason that it was early surrounded by the 
epithelium and was  thus prevented from sending out cells into the 
medium. 
7.  The transformation of the epithelial cells into a  type of cells 
of the spindle form is a result of the changes in the physicochemical 
conditions brought about by the life in vitro,  which become similar 
to  the  physicochemical conditions normally  characteristic  of  con- 
nective tissue. 
8.  The final stage of the explanted fragments of skin is a hollow 
epithelial sphere (cystic stage)  filled with connective tissue. 
9.  During the cystic stage the epithelium again shows its normal 
polar differentiation, as a  consequence of the physicochemical con- 
ditions which now approach normal. 
IO.  These  conditions also  permit of  the  shedding of  cells  in  a 
vertical direction, although previously the production of cells  in a 
horizontal direction had already become impossible. 
EXPLANATION  OF  PLATES. 
PLATE 3  2 . 
FIG.  I.  Primary  epithelial  rim.  A  rim  of  pure  epithelial  tissue  surrounding 
the  original  fragment  of  skin.  The  small  dots  are  cell nuclei,  the  large  black 
s0ecks  in  the  eoithelial  rim  (especially  clear  on  the  lower  oart  of  the  figure) 
are  the  small  melanophores  of  the  epithelium.  Photograph  20,  culture  A  429; 
stained  with hematoxylin;  magnification, 60;  three hours  after  explantation. 
FIG.  2.  Secondary  epithelial  rim.  The  epithelial  character  of  the  tissue 
(polygonal  form  of  the  cells)  can  be  clearly  discerned,  as  well  as  the  large 
cell  nuclei.  The  small,  black  specks  which  are  sometimes  extended  into  long 
processes  are  the  small  melanophores.  On  three  sides  of  the original  fragment 
the  central  zone  of  the  secondary  eoithelial  rim  can  be  seen.  It  is  a  little 
darker  than  the  peripheral  zone.  Photograph  22,  culture  B  13;  photographed 
while  alive;  forty-eight  hours  after  explantation  into  a  medium  composed  of 
frog plasma,  chicken  plasma,  and  frog muscle  extract. 634  Cultivation  o~ Skin  Epithelium  of Frog. 
PLATE 33. 
FIG. 3.  Secondary  epithelial  rim,  after  the  uppermost  and  middle  layers 
of epithelium have been discarded.  As the middle layer with the small melano- 
phores was absent during the growth of the secondary epithelial rim, the small 
melanophores  are  absent  in  the  latter.  Moreover,  the  figure  also  shows  the 
beginning of  the  loosening up  process;  jagged  processes  consisting of  long 
drawn  out  cells  are  entering  the  medium.  Photograph  2,  culture  A  430  a; 
photographed  while  alive;  magnification, 8o;  six  days  after  explantation. 
Fro.  4.  Loosening up.  This  shows  a  greatly  magnified section of  the  rim 
of the culture illustrated in figure 3.  In the epithelial skin consisting of polyg- 
onal cells  a  gap can be seen spanned by a  long drawn out cell.  Photograph 3, 
culture A  43o  a;  photographed  while  alive;  magnification, 350;  six  days  after 
explantation. 
PLATE 34. 
Fro.  5.  Secondary  activity.  The  tertiary  epithelial  rim,  formed  after  the 
dissolution of the secondary epithelial rim, is here likewise in process  of dissolu- 
tion.  But on the left and right the epithelial structure can still be clearly made 
out.  On the other hand, rings of cells have formed above and below,  which are 
partially connected  with  the  original  fragment by  means of  columns 9 f  cells. 
One of them  (above)  has just become torn; the cells at the center have become 
spherical  in  form.  Photograph  I,  culture  A  406;  photographed  while  alive; 
six days after explantation. 
PLATE 35. 
FIC. 6.  Loosening up in very fluid plasma.  A  wide ring of  cells  surrounds 
the fragment, with which it is connected by means of columns of cells.  Culture 
A  4o5;  drawn  while  alive;  magnification, Leitz  ocular  I q-objective 3;  thirty 
hours  after  explantation. 
PLATE 36. 
FIG. 7.  Columns of  cells  of  a  culture  undergoing loosening up.  Culture 
A  I26; drawn while alive; magnification, Leitz ocular I-~-  objective 6;  twenty- 
four hours after  explantation. 
PLATE 37" 
FIG. 8.  Loosening up.  The  same culture as  in figure 3,  one day later.  In 
several places  the  transformation of  the  epithelial .skin into protuberances con- 
ststing of long spindle-shaped cells can clearly be  seen.  Photograph  7,  culture 
A  43o  a;  photographed  while  alive;  magnification, 6o;  seven  days  after  ex- 
plantation. 
PLATE 38. 
Fro.  9-  Spindle-shaped epithelial cells.  Taken from a culture in the process 
of  loosening up.  Photograph  I9,  cukure  A  214;  stained  with  hematoxylin; 
magnification, 35o;  forty-eight  hours  after  explantation. 
PLATE 39. 
FIG. IO.  Figure  II,  more  highly  magnified.  The  large  polygonal  cells  of 
the  uppermost layer  can  be  seen through  the  middle  layer.  Photograph  5  a, 
culture A  43I b; photographed while alive; magnification, 370;  three  days  after 
isolation. THE  JOURNAL  OF  EXPERIMENTAL  MEDICINE  VOL.  XX.  PLATE  32. 
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PLATE 40. 
FIG. II.  Uppermost  and  middle  layers  of  epithelium,  separated  from  the 
,explanted  fragment  of  skin  and  viewed  from  beneath.  The  small,  polygonal 
cells of the  middle layer can  be  seen,  as  well as the  greatly contracted  small 
melanophores,  which  appear  as  small  specks.  On  the  upper  edge  some  cells 
have  advanced into the medium, but all the other cells have  remained  inactive. 
Photograph  4,  culture A  431  b;  photographed  while alive;  magnification,  I2o;' 
three  days after  isolation. 
FIG. I2.  Epithelial cyst.  At the  lowest rim of  the sphere originating from 
the explanted fragment of skin a layer consisting of cells in the act of becoming 
detached can be discerned.  Photograph IO, culture A  4o6 d; photographed while 
alive;  slight magnification;  eighteen  days after explantation. 